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Powder and bullets bring, come, come,
shoulder sling, powder and bullets bring, Manly in mind and heart, Play we our part, come from the mountain-side, mountain-side, Come, come, come from the mountain-side, come from the mountain-side, mountain-side, Come from the mountain, Play from the mountain-side.
come, come from the valleys wide, See how we
valleys wide, Tramping along! Come from the valleys wide, See how we
come from the valleys wide, Come from the valleys wide, See how we
come from the valleys wide, come from the valleys wide, See how we

muster strong, Tramping along! Powder and bullets bring, Manly in
muster strong, Tramping along! Rifle on shoulder sling, Powder and bullets bring, Manly in
muster strong, Tramping along! Rifle on shoulder sling, Powder and bullets bring, Manly in
muster strong, Tramping along! Rifle on shoulder sling, Powder and bullets bring, Manly in

strepitoso
mind and heart, Play we our part!

Come, come, come from the moun-tain-side, come from the mind and heart, Play we our part, Come tramp- ing a-long!

Come, come, come from the moun-tain-side, come, come from the val-leys wide, from the moun-tain-side, from the val-leys wide, come, come from the val-leys, come from the moun-tain-side, come from the moun-tain-side, come from the
valleys wide, come, see how we muster strong.

valleys wide, come, see how we muster strong.

valleys wide, come, see how we muster strong.

valleys wide, come!

how we muster. See how we muster strong, Tramp.

how we muster. See how we muster strong, Tramp.

how we muster. See how we muster strong, Tramp.

how we muster. See how we muster strong, Tramp.
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ing a long!

Sure, be each

ing a long!

ing a long!

D
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eye to day,

Steady each hand must stay each hand must stay,

eye to day,

Sure be each eye to day Steady each hand must
Steady each hand must stay, each hand must stay,

Sure be each

Steady each hand must stay,

If in the trial, in the trial we Victors would

eye to day,

If in the trial we, if in the trial we Victors would

If in the trial we, if in the trial we Victors would
Sure be each eye to-day,

Victors would be,

Steady each hand

must stay,

Steady each hand must stay, each hand must stay,

Steady each hand must stay.
Sharp is the crack! 'tis done! Lost is the chance or won,

Huz - za! the hit!

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done! Lost is the chance or won, Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done! Lost is the chance or won, Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

Lost is the chance or won,

Sure,

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done Lost is the chance or won, Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done Lost is the chance or won, Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done Lost is the chance or won, Right in the gold is it? Huz - za! the hit!

f

red. *
Sure, sure be each eye to-day, each eye to-day,
steady, steady, steady, steady, steady.
Sure, sure, sure be each eye to-day, steady each hand.
Hand, each hand must stay, Huz-z-za!
Hand, each hand must stay, Huz-z-za!
Hand, each hand must stay, Huz-z-za!
Tri-al we Vic-tors would be, Huz-z-za!
Huz-za! the hit!
Huz-za! the hit!
Huz-za! the hit!
And

And

The sun will sink and

The sun will sink and

I

tranquillo

tranquillo

tranquillo

I

tranquillo

tranquillo

tranquillo

tranquillo

tranquillo

The sun will sink and

The sun will sink and

And touch the peaks with crimson,

And touch the peaks with crimson,

And touch the peaks with crimson

And touch the peaks with crimson
The crimson glow,
The vale with

The crimson glow,
The vale with

The valley with
Then shadows fill
The vale with

Then shadows fill
The vale with

While stars look peace on all below,
While stars look peace,

Then shadows fill the vale.

Shadows fill the vale.

Look peace on all below.

Look peace on all below, cre.

Look peace on all below.

Shadows fill the vale.

Look peace on all below.

Poco a poco cresc.
Then shadows fill the vale with rest.

on all below, Stars look peace look

with rest, stars look peace on all below look

stars look peace on all below, look

Peace on all below.

Peace on all below.

Peace on all below.

Peace on all below.

Peace on all below.
Huz-z-a! the hit!

Sharp is the crack! 'tis done, Lost

Huz-z-a! the hit!

Huz-z-a! the hit!

Huz-z-a! the hit!

is the chance or won. right in the gold is it?
hit!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

the hit!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

the hit!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

the hit!

Huz-za!

Huz-za!

the hit!
we take our way and with our prizes

In triumph then we take our way

Thro' meadows, meadows sweet with new-mown hay.

Thro' meadows, meadows sweet with new-mown hay.
We take our way And with our prizes home.

Triumph now we take our way And with our prizes home.

ward, ward, ward, ward.

Thro' meadows sweet a song ex-

ward, ward, ward.

Thro' meadows sweet a song ex-

ward, ward, Thro' meadows sweet with new mown hay a

ward, ward, Thro' meadows sweet with new mown hay a
will we send, a song
will we send, a song
will we send, a song
will we send, a song
will we send, a song
will we send, a song

accel.
accel.
accel.
accel.
accel.
accel.